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1. About cookies
Cookies are small text files which are stored in your device (e.g. computer, mobile
phone, tablet computer) and its browser when you navigate at websites. Other
technologies, including data which we store at your browser or device, as well as
identificators and other software related to your device, can also be used for similar
purposes. Cookies
are widely used as to enable the websites to function better and more efficiently. In
this Policy we will further call all above mentioned technologies as "cookies".
2. Why do you use cookies?
We use cookies for:






ensuring that our website functions as it should function;
to save your settings which you choose during your visit and between visits;
to increase the speed of website functioning and its safety;
to ensure for you the possibility to customize the website for your own needs,
to be able to find faster what you are looking for;
to improve our website permanently as to make it even more attractive for
you.

3. How can I manage the cookies?
Strictly mandatory cookies and analytical cookies are the condition of the use of our
website. If you refuse this type of cookies, we cannot ensure the normal functioning of
the website when you visit it.
You can control the use of functional and target or promotional cookies by changing
the settings of your browser.
Please note that by deleting your cookies or switching off the use of cookies in the
future, you will not be able to reach certain parts or use certain functions of our website.
If you change the cookies settings, it will also influence other websites you visit.
You can configure your browser in such a way as to be able to refuse certain or all
cookies, or you can be asked for your permission to accept them. Please note that by
deleting your cookies or switching off the use of cookies in the future, you will not be
able to reach certain parts or use certain functions of our website. For information on
how you can change the settings of your browser you can find
at www.aboutcookies.org or www.allaboutcookies.org.
If you connect to our website using several devices (e.g. by a smart phone, tablet
computer, PC computer, etc.), you shall ensure that the browser of each device

supports our cookies settings. If you change the cookies settings, it will also influence
other websites you visit.
If you want to get more information about the cookies policies of third parties and their
control opportunities, please read the cookies policies of the corresponding third
parties.

4. What are the types of cookies?
(a) strictly mandatory cookies
These cookies are mandatory for the website to enable toe user to browse the website
and use its functions, for example, to remember the information input into forms when
the user switches from one page to another page during the session. Without the
strictly mandatory cookies it is also impossible to provide certain services of the
website, the website cannot function as efficiently as it shall function. These cookies
do not collect any information for marketing purposes, and they do not "remember"
any information about what you visited on the Internet.
(b) analytical cookies
Analytical cookies collect information about the use of the website, and help to
enhance the functioning of the website. For example, the analytical cookies can show
which pages are most frequently visited, to help to register problems at the website,
and to show whether the ads on the website work efficiently. Analytical cookies do not
collect any personal information of the users and all information collected by them is
anonymous and generalized.
(c) functional cookies
Functional coolies allow the website to remember your options and to provide
improvements for the functions best suited for your needs. Functional cookies also
remember the changes you made, for example, certain customizations of the website
you made, or in other cases, such as you view a video record, or leave a comment at
our website. Functional cookies do not collect information about your actions at other
websites.
(d) target or promotional cookies
Target or promotional coolies are used with the purpose of demonstrating various ads
that can be of your interests, or when it is needed to limit the number of ads shown at
the same website. These types of cookies are also used for evaluating the efficiency
of the promo campaign. These cookies can be used to remember what you looked
into when visiting the website.

5. What types of cookies do you use?

Cookie
Cookie title
category
Third party _ga
cookie

Cookie purpose

Cookie
storage
period
This type of cookie is used by "Google 2 years
Analytics" as to be able to evaluate the
purposes of the user's visit, to prepare
reports about the activities of the website
for website operators, and to improve the
experiences of the client visiting the
website
This cookie is used by "Google Analytics" During navigation
for the purpose of limiting of the hits
session
This cookie is used to identify different 24 hours
users

Third party _gat
cookie
A strictly _gid
mandatory
cookie
Functional CMSSESSID Used to maintain the consistency of the
visitor, performs certain actions during
session. This cookie does not store any
personal identification information

__utma
Analytical
__utmb
Analytical

A cookie of "Google Analytics" used to 30 minutes from
know the duration of the visit at the installation / update
website

__utmc

A cookie of "Google Analytics" used to
know the duration of visit at the website
and it stops at the end of each session

__utmt

A cookie of "Google Analytics" used to
verify the indicators of __utma
functioning

10 minutes

__utmz

A cookie of "Google Analytics" used to
define as how the user came to the
website

6 months from
installation /
update

Analytical

Analytical

Analytical

During the time of
entrance/till closing
the website
into
the page of the
Internet window
years
from
This is a "Google Analytics“ cookie used 2
for the purpose to get to know how many installation / update
times the user visited the website

After the end of
session

